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Press release
BCGSoft Releases BCGControlBar Pro version 12.0
January 21, 2010 –St. Petersburg, Russia. BCGSoft Co Ltd today announced that
BCGControlBar Professional Edition version 12.0 is available.
This is a major release that introduces many new features and enhancements including the
MS Office 2010-style Ribbon Backstage View, new Office 2010-style color themes, resizable
dialogs, new Ribbon Control gadgets and enhancements, Visual Studio 2010 color scheme
support, Grid and Report Control enhancements and many other new and improved features.
New Office 2010-style color themes. Blue theme, Black theme and Silver theme of Microsoft
Office 2010 Beta 1 are implemented now.
MS Office 2010-style Ribbon Backstage View. Added Microsoft Office 2010-style Ribbon
Backstage View. Now developers can customize the appearance of Ribbon Application Button
by setting a custom text, color and other visual attributes. The new, updated, Application
Wizards allow usage "Backstage view" option when creating a new Ribbon-based application.
New Ribbon Control Gadgets and Enhancements. The Ribbon Control enhancements include
the ability to add Ribbon Galleries to the dialogs, the ability to display a text label instead of
icon in the "scenic" mode of The Ribbon bar Application ("main") Button.
Resizable Dialogs Support. This feature allows easily changing the layout of controls. Now
developers may take advantage of resizable controls.
Visual Studio 2010 color scheme support. Now all controls, menu elements and other gadgets
can be identically displayed like in Visual Studio 2010 Beta 2. It’s also possible to apply the new
Smart Docking style (semitransparent aero-style docking markers).

Enhanced Calculator Control. Calculator control has some significant improvements. The
developers can add a lot of built-in extended calculator commands. All calculator buttons are
drawn using image-based templates that provide a new, fresh calculator look.
Property Sheet Aero Glass Support. In this implementation PropertySheet control can be
displayed in “Aero Glass” mode. The glass (aero) area can be combined with a page header. In
general, this mode has been designed and implemented for Vista/Windows 7 Aero, but you can
use it in any OSs/modes.
Grid and Report Control Enhancements. Added drag and drop support, the printing support
has been significantly improved, implemented new visual themes (Office 2010-like and Visual
Studio 2010-like) and enhanced keyboard navigation.
Enhanced TasksPane control. The keyboard and MS Active Accessibility support has been fully
implemented for the TasksPane control.
The complete information about product features can be found on the company’s website
http://www.bcgsoft.com

About BCGSoft Co Ltd
BCGSoft Co Ltd is the leading provider of business components for Microsoft Windows.
Customer satisfaction is our first priority and we aim to produce only top quality software. User
interface programming is not always an easy process, and we do our best to help developers
incorporate into their applications the most advanced technologies available in today's market.
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